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254 Prof. H. A. Rowland on Magnetic Attractions, 

the important distinction, indicated in the present communi- 
cation, between spontaneous motion and motion produced 
under arbitrary conditions. The above assertion applies only 
to spontaneous motion. The recognition of this distinction 
suffices to meet completely Professor Stokes's objections. 

At the end of a communication to the Philosophical Maga- 
zine for June 1880, I stated that I did not expect to have 
occasion to discuss any additional questions in Theoretical 
Physics. The importance and novelty of the present com- 
munication respecting spontaneous fluid-motion, the views 
respecting which have only very recently occurred to me, 
may, I think, be considered sufficieng to justify nay recurring 
once more to the subject of the Analytical Principles of Hydro- 
dynamics. 

Cambridge, February 21, 1881. 

XXXV. On the new TI~eorj of JTagnetic Attraction, s, and t]~e 
Magnetic_Rotation of_Polarized Ligl~t. B j  H. A. ROWLAND ~. 

I N a note published in the ~American Journal of ]~athe- 
mattes,' and also in the Philosophical Magazine for 

June 1880, I showed that the new action of magnetism on an 
electric current, recently discovered by Mr. Hall in my labora- 
tory, was essentially of a rotational character, and I showed 
also that it was probably of the same nature as the rotation of 
the plane of polarization of light. I have since published a 

aper in the ~ American Journal of Mathematics ' - - "  On the 
eneral Equations of Electro-magnetic Action, with Appli- 

cations to a new Theory of Magnetic Attractions, and to the 
Theory of the Magnetic Rotation of the Plane of Polarizafion 
of Light "- - in  which the subject is treated in full, and Max- 
well's formula for the magnetic rotation of the plane of polariza- 
tion deduced from the newly discovered action of magnetism. 

)fir. I-Iopkinson has receutly drawn attention ~ to the fact 
that Maxwell has inserted a certain " Rotatory Coefficient " 
in his equations of resistance ('Electricity,' art. 303). Max- 
well further states that the coefl=icient should be found, if 
anywhere, in magnets, or, of cours% in any magnetic field, as 
it has now been tbund. :But 1 believe Maxwell nowhere con- 
nects this quantity with the rotation of the plane of polariza- 
tion of light ; and hence I think it may' be well to give here an 
abstract of this portion of my paper. 

In t he '  :Note' before referred to, I thought that it would 
be necessary to prove that the lines of electrostatic induction 

* Communicated by the Author. 
t Phil. Mag. Dec. 1880, p. 430. 
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and the Mclgnetic t~otation of  Polarized Light. 255 

were rotated around the lines of force in the same way as the 
electric currents are rotated in metals ; but I now find that 
this is not necessary, but that We only have to apply the 
rotation to the displacement currents of Maxwell, and we get 
a complete explanation of the magnetic rotation of the plane 
of polarization of light. 

As Sir W. Thomson has shown that the latter effect must 
be due to some rotation in the magnetic field, so by connect- 
ing the new discovered action with the old, we prove that it 
also is due to rotation in the field. For Maxwell's equations 
merely express the facts of the case, and give no explanation. 

Let a/~ br~ d be the components of the electric current in 
the direction of the axes, and a, b~ c the components of the 
magnetic force. Let  also ¢ be the coefficient of the new effect. 
Under these circumstances, electromotive forces will be set up 
in the medium whose components are 

A ~' = c (b~c/--b'cO, 

B "  = c ( c l a ' -  c/al), 
C ,I = ¢ (alb I -- db O. 

To apply these results to Maxwell's theory of light, we must 
assume that the same action which takes place in conductors 
with reference to conducted currents, also takes place in di- 
electrics with reference to displacement currents. I t  is almost 
impossible to detect this action experimentally; but we shall 
here follow out the consequence of its existence. I shall follow 
the method of" Art. 783 of Maxwell's ' Treatise,' with the ad- 
dition of this new action ~. 

Assume at once C = 0 ,  ~ = 0 ~  and g=0~ as they are after- 
wards taken or proved to be. 

Let P, Q, and R be the components of the electromotive 
forces acting at any point. The electromotive force will be 
composed of two parts :---first, the rate of variation of the 
vector potential, as on the old theory ; and~ second, a term 
depending on the new action, and whose components we 
have designated by A I/, B II, and C ~r. Adding these together, 
w e  have  

d F  
P = - -  ~-[ + ¢ (b l c ' - - b %) .  

dG 
Q =  -- - ~  + ¢ (cla --c/aO, 

R -~ ----~+¢dH (albr_arbO" 

I use the expression/x 2 to signify the d2 d2 d~ " operafion ~-~2+~-4-d~z~ , while 
Maxwell uses it (in his ' Theory of Light ') with the opposite sign. 
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256 Prof. g .  A. Rowland on Magnetic Attractions, 

The displacement currents a~, b~, and c I will be 

K d P  a f - - _ _  _ _  

--4~r dt ~ 

hi__ K dQ 
4~ dt 

c' K d R ;  = ~ - /  

and they are also expressed by Lhe equations 
4~r#a I = -- A~F, 

47rt~b ~ = -- A~G, 
4~t~d= - -  A~H. 

Hence we have by elimination : - -  

K f d2F 

Kt~ { d2G 
dt'Z 

• K ¢ d~H 

d ¢ (bld_brcl) } _ A ~ F = 0 ;  
dt 

d (clat_clal) } _AeCx=0;  dt c 

'ddt c (albr_a,bl) } _ A~H=0 .  

Before the solution of these equations, of course the values of 
al, bl, Cl, and a I, b'~ c' must be substituted in terms of :F, G~ 
and H. 

Let  us now take the case of a plane-polarized ray passing 
in the direction of the axis of z, with a magnetic force cl 
along the same axis. The magnetic forces a, b, c, the varia- 
tions of which constitute the waves of light, are very small ; 
for Maxwell has calculated that in strong sunlight the maxi- 
mum is about one tenth of the horizontal intensity of the 
earth's magnetism. Hence we can write 

I ar2F d r _d[~ + ¢_dt (b cl) } d~F Kt~ 

f d2G d f ~ d'~G ^ 

Kt~ ~/r=0, 
and, replacing b / and a / by their values, we have 

~F ¢cl d3G ~ d :F  ^ 
K -d~ 47rt~ dtdz 2 J -- c-~ = O, 

K f d~G'  ¢cl d3F d ~ G _ 0  
t~ ~( -~-"1- ~ t ~  dtdz ~ J dz '~ - " 
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and t]te Magnetic Rotation of _Polarized Light. 257 

From the form of the equations we can well suppose that one 
solution is 

F----v cos (nt--qz) cos mr, 
G-~" cos (nt-yz) sin rot; 

and making the substitution we find 

-Kn~2ml~--¢~:}sin(nt--qz) sinmt=O, 

These are satisfied if we make the coefficients zero. 
If  V is the velocity in general of light in the medimn, and 

Vo the velocity in vaeuo without magnetic action--if i is the 
index of refraction of the medium, and • the complete wave- 
length in the medium, and X0 in vaeuo, we thus find 

~q-C 1 

/ ~ / 1  + ¢ Kmcl 
V=n= 84-~, 

q K~ 

V 1 /1 K/zm~?~ 

These equations indicate that when a ray of plane-polarized 
light passes in the direction of the lines of magnetic fore% the 
plane of polarization will be rotated in a direction depending 
on the sign of the quantity ¢, which is the well-known action 
of Faraday. But the second expression (which gives the 
velocity~ and consequently the index of refraction) a le  de- 
pends on ¢, and thus indicates an acceleration of the velocity 
which is unknown. But this action is so very minute that it 
can probably never be measured. 

If  D is the length of the substance~ the total angle of ro- 
tation of the beam will evidently be 

0--- ~ V  = c ~ ~-~. 
This solution is rigorously exact for all eases where the 

index of refraction is not a function of the wave-length. To 
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258 Prof. 1~. A. Rowland on Magnetic Attractions~ 

get the value where the index varies, we can use the principle 
of the superposition of small quantities. Every plane-polarized 
ray can be supposed to be made up of two circularly polarized 
rays; and to say that the plane of polarization is rotated 
simply means that one of the circularly polarized rays travels 
faster than the other; when one ray gains k on the other, the 
plane of polarization is rotated through the angle 27r. Hence 
if V is the velocity of one and V / of the other~ we have 

¥ - - -Y ' (  1+ ~ ) ,  

where D ~ is the distance in which the plane of polarization is 
rotated through the angle 27r. 

But this effect will be augmented by the dispersion of the 
body, seeing that the velocity affects the wave-length, and 
hence the index of refraction will be different for the two com- 
ponents. This further action can be taken into account by 

V i' 
multiplying V- 7 by i ;  and we then have 

¥ i  X 
¥~ i / = 1 +  ~ ;  

so that D ~ has been changed to 

D11= % 

This can be put into the form 

D II 1 n 

1 + ~  i/ .f 

But 

whence 

and 

X _ DI+% 

k / DI 

~ 2  X--X I=  ~; 

i l - - i  XI--k  dl 
. . . . . .  +&c.  

i i dX 

l:Ience, omitting all quantities of the second order of small- 
ness, we can write 
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and .][agnetie Rotation of Polarized Light, 259 

D II 1 
D I -- X di ; 

i dX 

and the angle of rotation t? will become 

- ,  

which is of the same form as ~axwell 's expression, ~ow 
Maxwoll's equation is obtained from considerations entirely 
different from any which I have used in this paper. In ob- 
taining them, Maxwell made no assumption as to the kind of 
motion which constitutes light, but merely assumed that the 
magnetic lines of force were vortices, and that the motion of 
the vortices caused a rotation of the motion constituting light. 
In nay theory I have used no hypothesis as to the nature of 
magnetic force; but have simply calculated, from the known 
laws of magnetism and electricity, the action in this case 
according to Maxwell's theory of light. And the conclusion 
which we draw is that the effect discovered by Mr. Hall is the 
same, or due to the same cause, as the rotation of the plane of 
polarization of light. 

It  is interesting to repeat here the comparison made by 
Verdet between the various formulm and observation. 

The formulm of Maxwell and Rowland, of Airy~ and of 
~eumann are 

z ~ / . .  d i \ ~ ,  
e = ~ U - - ~ ) - c ,  . . . . .  (I.) 

0 = M ~ ( i - - x d i  . . . . .  ~x) Dcl, (II.) 

t ~ = ) i ( i - x d ~ x ) D c  1 . . . . . .  (ILL) 

The comparison of these formulm with the experiments of 
Verdet* are as follows:-- 

JBisulphide of Carbon. 
C. D. E. ]7. G. 

Observed rotation 0"592 0'768 1"000 1"234 1"704 
Calculated~ formula ]'. 0'589 0"760 1"000 1"234 1"713 

, , II. 0'606 0"772 1"000 1"216 1"640 
, , III.  0"943 0"967 1"000 1'034 1"091 

* Verdet, (Euw'es~ vol. i. p. 262, or Maxwell's ~ Electricity,' art. 830. 
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260 On the Magnetic Rotation of_Polarized Ligl~t. 

Creosote. 

c. D. E. F. G. 
Observed rotation 0"573 0"758 1"000 1'241 1"723 
Calculated, formula I'. 0"617 0"780 1"000 1"210 1"603 

,, ,, II. 0"627 0"789 1"000 1"200 1"565 
, ,, III. 0"976 0"9(,)3 1"000 1"017 1"041 

To examine the direction of the action, we must see what the 
relative direction of the currents and magnetism are in the 
equations, as I have not taken the signs with respect to any 
system. 

Let the positive direction of the current be the direction in 
which the positive electricity moves, and the positive direc- 
tion of the magnetic lines of force be the direction in which 
the north pole tends to move; then we easily find that our 
equations are on the right-handed screw system, the right- 
handed screw being such that, if we turn it in the direction of 
the hands of a watch with its face towards us, it will move 
away fl-om us. According to this system, Mr. Hall has found 
that the value of ¢ is positive for gold and some other dia- 
magnetic substances, and negative for iron. Hence a mag- 
netic force in the positive direction will cause the ray to be 
rotated in the positive direction in diamagnetic substances, 
and in r the negative direction in magnetic ones, which is 
exactl) what has been observed. 

To compare the numerical amount of the revolution with 
observation, we can take the constants as observed by Mr. 
Hall for gold, and thus find at least whether it is of the proper 
order of magnitude. 

From more recent observations than those published, Mr. 
:Hall finds that in the field of his magnet he can cause the 
lateral electromotive force to be at least as great as ~o16~ of 
the force along the strip. According to the system of units 
used in this paper, the new electromotive force will be (in the 
case of conduction, the current passing along Y and the mag- 
netism being in the direction of z) 

A ~ = - -  ¢ clb I = -- 4~r/#¢clB ~; 

but Mr. Hall finds 
B r 
A~-- 7 = --2000, nearly. 

Hence, using the C.G.S. system, in which /~r=2000 nearly, 
we shah have 

1 
¢cl--- 4-~, nearly, for gold. 
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On the Determination of Cltemlcal A.~nity. 261 

The length of the substance in which the ray is rotated a com- 
plete revolution~ or 360 °, will then be 

D -  2~rVo_ 4t, XoWo 
mi , c ~ , ~ ( i _ ~ '  

\ d~l 
where it is to be noted that k o is the length of a complete wave. 
Taking the wave o f T ~  ~ centim, length and the index of re- 

di 
fraction 4~ we find~ supposing ~ =0~ 

D =  240 centims.~ nearly. 
We do not know the magnetic force used by YeMet ; but i~ 

was evidently of the same order of magnitude. He found D 
to be about as follows--300 for heavy glass, 700 for flint glass. 
Hence the rotation calculated for gold is of the same order of 
magnitude as the rotation observed in some common sub- 
stances. 

Thus the new electromagnetic phenomenon explains in the 
most perfect manner the magnetic rotation of the plane of 
polarization of light; and we are almost in the position to 
pronounce positively that the two phenomena are the same. 
Should this preliminary theory of the subject stand the test of 
time, it hardly seems to me that we can regard it in any other 
hght than a demonstratmn of the truth of Maxwell s theory o 
light; for the rotation of the ~laue of polarization is thus a 
necessary consequence of the rows of electromagnetism, and 
this, added to the'other facts of the cas% raises Maxwell's theory 
almost to the realm of fact. 

XXXVI .  On the .Determination of Chemical Al~nity. in terms 
of Electromotive_Force.--PartIV. By C. R. ALD~.RWRmRT, 
JD.Sc. (Lond.), Lecturer on Chemistry and .physics in St. 
Marzt' s ttospital Medical School. 

[Plate III.] 
On the Valldit~t of Faradag's Law as to the _Proportionality be- 

tween the Mass Electrolysed and tl~e Quantitpt of .Electricitzt 
passing ; on the IYun~erical l~etationships between the Counter 
.Electromotive Force set up by weak Currents and the Rate of 
.Flow of these Currents ; and on the Conditions influencb~g 
these Relationships and t]~e consequent ~ependence of the 
.E.M.~: of certain forms of Electromotors on the Currents 
generated by them. 

77. ff]~HE original experiments of Faraday and of many 
. i_  subsequent observers have amply establishad, for 

moderately strong cm'rents, the truth of the proposition 
_Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 11.1~o. 68. April 1881. U 
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